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recycling buildings:  
      the hidden benef its

why

consider

There are major 
environmental, social and 
economical benefits of 
preserving existing buildings 
and giving them new uses.

Peckham Vision has campaigned since 2005 drawing attention to plans to 
demolish several buildings and spaces in Peckham town centre, and their 
potential for reuse and restoration. As a result the following buildings have 
been saved for reuse:

Key

Demolition of existing buildings produces 
a huge amount of waste. While some 
materials are now being reused, much of 
it must be incinerated or sent to landfill. 

The archaeology of the built environment 
can teach us about ourselves, past lives, 
sustainability and much more, most of 
which is lost as it is irreversibly swept 
aside with new builds.

It is estimated that 18-30% of a building’s 
energy use occurs in the first year, during 
construction. Refurbishing and using 
existing buildings for new purposes 
avoids the use of energy required for 
new-build materials and construction.

This is the amount of carbon dioxide 
released throughout the entire lifespan 
of a building material, incorporating 
production and transportation. This 
contributes to climate change and 
mainly comes from the energy required 
to produce concrete, steel and other 
structural elements.

Pollution, noise and disturbance are all 
aspects associated with the construction 
of new buildings that affect local people. 
Generating dust and air particles creates 
air pollution which affects individual’s 
health. 

Demolition creates hundreds of 
tons of material waste. Adaptive 
reuse of buildings avoids this 
waste of materials by finding 
new practical purposes for 
existing buildings.  The process 
of adaptive reuse is inherently 
sustainable. The construction 
materials have already been 
produced and don’t need to be 
transported to the site. Reusing 
valued buildings also gives us 
a glimpse of our past and lends 
character to our communities.

In order to meet its carbon 
reduction commitments, the UK 
will need to upgrade its existing 
building stock.  The Carbon 
Trust has found that nearly all 
refurbishments offer opportunities 
to reduce carbon emissions 
beyond the standards set by 
building regulations.  
For most refurbishments, the 
key success factors are about 
setting the vision, implementing 
the vision through the design 
and construction process and 
ensuring good commissioning and 
handover. 
 

To have a positive impact on 
the environment, buildings 
can operate as a carbon-sink 
(store of carbon) or utilise low 
carbon materials. Low-carbon 
building materials can be sourced 
from materials with both low 
embodied energy and carbon 
in their production, assembly, 
and transportation processes. 
Refurbished buildings can use 
either of these strategies and the 
quality of materials used in many 
old buildings is much higher than 
the building materials of today.

Existing buildings are a record of the 
local social and visual history. They are a 
record of building techniques, materials, 
furnishings and decoration. They effect 
the sense of place and identity of an 
area. 
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(The Carbon Trust. 2008. Low Carbon refurbishment of buildings)

(The Carbon Trust: Low Carbon Buildings Accelerator programme)
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Copeland Park
1. Copeland Yard 

2. The Bussey Building 

3. Safehouse 

4. Khans Bargain Store 

5. Holdrons Arcade 

Spaces Around Peckham Rye Station
6. The Old Waiting Room

7. The Coal Rooms

8. Dovedale Court - home of Bar Story

9. Peckham Springs

10. Brick Brewery

11. Blenheim Court - Arches Studios

12. Honest Burger

13. Blackbird Bakery

14. Peckham Liberal Club

15. Hannah Barry Gallery   

Rye Lane East
16. 133 Rye Lane now Market

17. Art Deco cluster of buildings

18. Peckham Coal Line

19. Peckham Multi Storey (inc. Peckham 

Plex, Bold Tendencies, Frank’s Cafe, 

Peckham Levels and roof views)

Peckham High Street
20. Historic buildings through Townscape 

Heritage Initiative (THI)


